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Good Design M34.  
Would policies D1 and D2 provide a justified and effective approach to delivering good design? In particular: 

a) Would the approach to delivering good design meet the good growth objectives set out in policies GG1, GG2, GG3 and 
GG4?  
b) In light of the requirements of policies D1 and D2 would they be effective in achieving the level of growth envisaged? 
 c) Would policies D1 and D2 provide an effective framework to protect the distinctiveness of different parts of London, 
with particular regard to their social, economic, cultural and residential characteristics?  
d) Would the approach taken to design scrutiny be justified and effective? Would the proposed use of masterplans and 
design codes, as set out in Policy D2D, help to bring forward development and ensure high quality design? Would the 
proposed use of design review, as set out in Policy D2F, London Plan EIP 2018-2019: Panel Note 6 Annex 1 Matters (Nov 
2018) be justified and effective? In this regard, would the policies deal with strategic planning matters?  
e) Bearing in mind the resource implications for boroughs in carrying out Policy D2A1-11, would it be effective?  
f) How would the policies be monitored, given the nature of many of the requirements?  
g) Overall, would the policies provide an effective and justified strategic framework for the preparation of local plans and 
neighbourhood plans and development management in relation to this matter? 

In response to questions a) c) and g) in particular: 

The present versions of GG1, GG2 and GG3 still do not include enough emphasis on the role of 
Neighbourhood Plans (please see our original 2018 response and the new written statement on M9 
by Neighbourhood Planners London). We welcome and support however the proposed changes to 
para 1.2.7 as below which should be carried through / strengthened in and D1 and D2 as follows: 

“1.2.7 London’s distinctive character and heritage is why many people want to come to the city. London’s heritage holds local and 
strategic significance for the city and for Londoners, and will be conserved and enhanced. As new developments are 
designed, the special features that Londoners value about a place, such as cultural, historic or natural elements, can should be 
used positively to guide and stimulate growth, and create distinctive, attractive and cherished places. “  

Proposed changes to D1 A (2): 

The word ‘historic,’ should be inserted before ‘existing and emerging street hierarchy, building 
types, forms and proportions’ so as to strengthen / link with  ‘historical evolution...’ in D2A (7)  

Proposed changes to D1 A (9) and (12): 

These should be amended to work with D1 A (2) [enhance local context...] to avoid ‘character’ being 
overly object-oriented / fragmentary and in order to encourage  a working notion of context as an 
integrative palimpsest which includes social value understood and generated over time. For example 
‘contextually and’ could be added before ‘conveniently’ in (9) and in (12) reference should be made 
to CONSERVING local assets AND their settings and to genuinely meaningful local 
engagement so as to encourage a sense of stability and ownership of place and to discourage the 
practice of tokenism / heritage by demolition in the name of profit alone, whereby questionable 
claims of non-viability occlude more sensitive and sustainable approaches: Please see the examples 
described in the original OBNF representation of systematic failure of regard by LB Southwark to 
Historic England (HE) Advice Notes 3 (Site Allocations) and 7 (Local Listing) [regard to HE being the 
basis of NLP HC1A] and also the references to ‘proactive’ in “Pillars of the Community” (HE 2015). 


